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ABSTRACT
Adaptive educational hypermedia systems (AEHS) is an evolving technology that aims to provide personalized learning content and presentation based on individual user characteristics to fasten and improve self-learning. In the context of AEHS, user characteristics are either static or dynamic. Static users attributes are captured prior using the AEHS, while dynamics ones are captured during using the AEHS. Many dynamic characteristics such as knowledge, learning style, behavior, environment, goals, and preferences have been defined. The user characteristics used in an AEHS are defined by what is known as user model (UM). Today's many AEHS incorporates different static and dynamic user models. In this paper, a user model that incorporates four user dynamic characteristics was proposed. The characteristics engaged are the user's current state of knowledge, learning style, goals, and behavior. The developed user model is assumed to be used in a lesson-based AEHS. A valuation algorithm that based on user navigation links is developed and used to determine the values of the four dynamic characteristics. We claim that this new model is more efficient in adapting the presentation and the learning content that shaping the individual user needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Based on hypermedia systems, the Adaptive Educational Hypermedia Systems (AEHS) appeared in the 1990s to tailor personalized learning contents. An AEHS consists of three main components: the Domain Model (DM), the User Model (UM) and the Adaptation Model (AM). The DM defines the subject area and the learning material that has to be used as a learning resource. The UM is a collection of a user characteristics that the DM content has to be adapted to satisfy them. The AM describes how the content to adapt to satisfy user characteristics defined by the user model [1]. In ref. [2] Saied two major components of the hypermedia can be subject to adaptation, the presentation (content) and the navigation through the hyperspace (links).

User models have been classified either as static or dynamic depending on when updates of the user information take place. In a static user model, user information is collected by queries or by observations and updates takes place only in an initial phase or at regular intervals. In dynamic user model, user information is collected and updated continuously while the user interacts with the system [3].

A Dynamic user model facilitates the implementation of hypermedia applications that adapt themselves at each step to the user such as adaptive educational hypermedia systems (AEHS). AEHS are developed to enhance and improve the learning experiences, user’s satisfaction and to maximize the learning quality. Many dynamic user models for AEHS have been proposed, and many systems have been developed to support adaptation. These systems tailored their outputs to meet the individual user's needs.

AEHS is considered by many researchers as an essential approach to improve effectiveness, the efficiency of learning, and increase user’s satisfaction [4]. Most of the developed AEHS base their adaptation to user’s knowledge [4-8]. Recently, learning styles and user knowledge are combined in some AEHSs in refs. [9-14]. Other AEHSs are focus on user's goals [15-17] and user’s behavior in [18].

In this paper, a new dynamic user model for lesson-based AEHS was proposed. The model incorporates four dynamic user characteristics; knowledge, learning style, goals, and behavior. In lesson-based AEHS the content is organized into successive lessons. Knowledge tests are used to move from a lesson to the next one. The next lesson content will be adapted based on the characteristics the user reveals in the current lesson session. To evaluate the current user characteristics, the model uses an evaluation algorithm that analyzes navigation links used by the user.

The rest of this paper is organized into five sections: Section 2 provides background on the four user dynamic characteristics implemented by the developed model. Section 3 surveys the related work. In section 4 the proposed user model is presented. Section 5 is devoted to the conclusion and future work.

2. BACKGROUND
This section gives a precise definition of the four dynamic characteristics; knowledge, learning styles preference, goals/tasks, and behavior, that have been included in the developed user model, and presents the different modeling techniques that have been used to model these characteristics in current AEHS.

2.1. Knowledge
Knowledge is defined as the set of facts, concepts, and skills about a subject or a domain acquired by a user [19]. Many techniques have been used to model knowledge such as
overlay, stereotype, perturbation, differential, machine learning, and Bayesian networks.

2.2 Learning Styles Models
The learning styles characteristics; cognitive, affective and psychological behaviors, can be used as indicators of how learners learn, and interact with the learning material [13, 20, 21]. Learning styles are also defined to refer to individual characteristics and preferred ways of gathering, organizing and thinking about information [22]. Learning styles models have been classified into six models [23]. These models were applicable in AEHS. These models are: Dunn and Dunn, Witkin, Felder and Silverman, Kolb, Honey and Mumford, and Fleming’s VARK Model.

2.3. Goals Models
The user’s goals/tasks are the most changeable user feature that activates adaptation [16]. It is related to the context of a user’s work with a hypermedia application rather than with the user as an individual. It informs what the user wants to accomplish by using the application. For example, in information retrieval systems, a user’s goal is a search goal; in educational systems is a learning goal; in testing, systems might be a problem-solving one [14, 16] and [24]. In all of these cases, the goal is an answer to the question “What does the user want to achieve?” [24].

It is important to know the goals of the user and to determine the learning strategies. User’s goals have many approaches to model and representation in user model such as: A goal catalog approach and plan recognition.

2.4. Behavior Models
User behavior influences the way users may or may not want to become more actively involved in their learning process, as well as their interest in preferences for the learning materials. The behavior models include machine learning algorithms, soft computing systems such as; Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks, Genetic Algorithms, Fuzzy Clustering and Neuro-Fuzzy systems [25] and the Myer-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) model is used in [18].

3. RELATED WORK
In knowledge-based AEHS different knowledge, different models are used. Overlay model is used in representing the student's knowledge in refs. [26-29]. Stereotypes have been used in refs. [4, 5, 29-32]. The differential model has been used in refs. [33, 34]. Perturbation model is used to represents learner knowledge in refs. [35, 36, 37], and Bayesian models have been used in refs. [6, 7, 38, 14, 39].

In learning style-based AEHS, learning style methods have been used to accommodate the user model to personalization of the learning content. In [40] Dunn and Dunn’s model is used. Witkin models are used in [41]. Felder and Silverman’s learning styles have been used in refs. [42-45] and [23]. David Kolb’s model was used to define the adaptation rules for adapting the learning content and the navigation [46]. The automatic generation of an adapted course page for a student with preferences towards verbal perception modality is used in [20, 11]. Pioneer AEHSs have implemented Honey and Mumford learning style Model [13] such as: AHA! [28], and INSPIRE [47, 48]. VARK Model is employed to determine student’s learning style in refs. [49, 50].

In goals-based AEHSs, a hierarchy of task has been used in refs. [15, 16, 17] a goal catalog approach also is used. Plan recognition model is used in refs. [14, 27], and finally, data mining techniques used in [10, 17, 51].

In behavior-based AEHSs, user models are implemented using machine learning algorithms [52]. In ref. [25] soft computing systems have been used, and Myer Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) is used in ref. [18].

User models that based on multi-dynamic characteristics are used in many AEHS's. Examples include: knowledge and learning styles [9, 10, 11], knowledge and goals in refs. [27, 31, 53, 54], knowledge and behavior in ref. [18], knowledge, behavior and learning styles in [26], and knowledge, learning styles and goals in [55, 11].

4. THE PROPOSED USER MODEL
The proposed dynamic user model is build to support adaptivity in lesson-based AEHS, using knowledge, learning style, goals, and behavior as dynamic user characteristics. In lesson-based AEHS the learning material is designed as a series of in-a-row lessons. The user will log at first to the first lesson. Each lesson is a collection of web pages that present the learning material of that lesson.

The model assumes that the first lesson web pages are designed to be neutral to the three user characteristics; learning style, goals, and behavior. By neutral design, we mean that the content and links are equally support the different sub-characteristics of each the three dynamic characteristics. For example, the number of links presented to support VARK learning style sub-characteristics visual. Auditory, Reading /writing and kinaesthetic has to be equal.

For the fourth characteristic, the user knowledge, the user is assumed to pass a knowledge test at the end of each lesson to be eligible to move to the next lesson. The developed model evaluates these four dynamic characteristics for a user and passes the evaluation to the adaptation engine to adapt the next lesson based on the received input.

In the next subsections, we show the user characteristics models that have been implemented, and the valuation algorithm adopted to evaluate these characteristics.

4.1 Implemented Models
For knowledge, the model implements overlay and a stereotype model as knowledge are presented as lessons. For learning style preference, the model implements the Fleming’s VARK model [22]. For goals, the developed model employ learning and problem-solving goals model, i.e., the goal catalog approach [14, 16], where learning goals are relatively stable for a training unit, but the problem-solving goals can shift from one problem to another within the same learning situation.

To determine the user behavior, the model implements the Myer-Briggs Type Indicator model (MBTI) [18]. The model implements only two behaviors, introverts, and extroverts. Introvert define the behavior in which the user is focused on things and actions (outer world), think thoroughly first before acting, while in extravert behavior a user is focused on things and actions (outer world), tend to express emotion freely (act first then reflect).

Fig.1 shows the architecture of the proposed user model.
The architecture shows that the model is based on four dynamic user characteristics; knowledge, learning styles, goals, and behavior in addition to personal data which is captured during the registration process (i.e., user profile). The valuation logs user navigation links and analyzes these logs to identify user’s characteristics possessed during the lesson. The evaluation algorithm passes its valuation to the adaptation engine to generate the lesson.

4.2 Evaluation Algorithm

A user characteristics valuation algorithm is developed to evaluate the user’s dynamic characteristics before moving to the next lesson. The valuation algorithm is based on link analysis on the user’s set of navigation links in the current lesson before the knowledge test. The algorithm assigns values to user learning style, goals and behavior, and knowledge.

The algorithm is given below

Algorithm

// to evaluate users learning style, goals, and behavior

1- In the current lesson pages let

\[ S = \{S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4\} \]

denotes the set of learning style dedicated links, where \( S_1, S_2, S_3, \) and \( S_4 \) are subsets of \( S \) containing dedicated links to Visual, Aural, Read/write and Kinesthetic respectively.

\[ G = \{G_1, G_2\} \]

denotes the set of goals dedicated links, where \( G_1 \) and \( G_2 \) are subsets of \( G \) containing dedicated links that support the learning and problem-solving.

\[ B = \{B_1, B_2\} \]

denotes the set of behavior dedicated links, where \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) are subsets containing dedicated links that reflects introverted and extraverted for users behaviors respectively.

2- Let \( U = \{L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_n\} \) denote the set of links navigated by the user before taking the knowledge test.

3- Read \( L_i \) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) from \( U \) and determine the set and subset it belongs to, and increment the corresponding counter.

4- // to evaluate user knowledge

Read user answers to the knowledge test and calculate his grade (A/B/C/D/F).

5- // return ratios of user characteristics valuation and grade

Return \( (S_1: S_2: S_3: S_4, G_1: G_2, B_1: B_2, \text{grade}) \)

6- If user grade is F remain in the same lesson else pass the returned values to the adaptation engine.

4.3 Model Evaluation

The evaluation of the developed system is a twofold process. Firstly the proposed user model has to be implemented as online AEHS. Secondly, learning metric should be defined and used to compare the learning outcomes achieved by using the implemented system with other AEHS that employ 1, 2 or 3 dynamic characteristics in their user model.

Here we should show how we implement the proposed system. The second part of the evaluation is left as a future work because testing with others AEHS requires acquiring such systems and comprehensive, time exhausting, tests and comparisons.

The user model and domain model of the developed AEHS were implemented using Ajax technology and a MySQL database. The PHP scripting language was used to present a dynamic content and for reading information from web forms and maintaining sessions between web pages. The adaptation model and interface were implemented in HTML environment and enhanced by JavaScript.

Users must be registered to the system. Once a user is registered, a user model will be created to store user information; a unique id is generated for the user for future reference and for tracking the user learning progress. After successful registration, users can log in to the system. The AEHS system shows the introducing page of lesson 1 (fig. 2) which have been designed regarding content and presentation to support equally the learning styles preferences, the goals, and the behaviour.

The implemented valuation algorithm logs the user’s clicks on links and identifies their types and deduces user dynamic characteristic values.
Every lesson starts with objectives, followed by a small introduction, then the lesson content with concrete examples, and finally and a knowledge test is presented to move to the next lesson. If the user passes the test, the system will allow him to move to the next concepts using the next lesson. On the other hand, if he fails, the system will ask him to repeat the lesson and offers the user the option to guide him forward.

On moving to the next lesson, the valuation algorithm will determine the ratios of user’s dynamic characteristics; learning styles, goals, and behavior and passes these ratios with the knowledge test grade to the adaptation module. Fig. 3 shows lesson two whose content and presentation is adapted to the passed values.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new dynamic user model for a lesson based-AEHS. The model incorporates four dynamic user characteristics; knowledge, learning style, goals, and behavior. To move to the next lesson, knowledge tests are used, and the next lesson content will be adapted based on the characteristics the user revealed in the current lesson session and the grade obtained in the knowledge test. To evaluate the current user characteristics the model uses evaluation algorithms that analyze the user navigation links.
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